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Semantics



Truth-Conditional Semantics

I Recall: way back in two thousand and aught fifteen... Emma
and Gabe gave a lecture on semantics and pragmatics.

I The probably mentioned something or other about ”the
meaning of a sentence is its truth conditions,” or something
like that. . .



When Is This Sentence True?

“Anna’s dog is tired.”

I Well. . .
I Anna has a dog
I That dog is tired
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So, Truth-Conditional Semantics

I Truth-conditional semantics: the answer to “when is this
sentence true” is the meaning of the sentence.

I Meaning = truth conditions



This Was Influential, or Something?

I Most associated with Donald Davidson, who published “Truth
and Meaning” in 1967

I Tried to extend Alfred Tarski’s “semantic theory of truth”
(sentences are true if and only if they are actually, well, true)
from formal logic to natural language

I e.g. The sentence ”Snow is white” is true iff snow (the actual
thing) is actually white (the actual color)



Well, Duh, Right?

I “Snow is white iff snow is white?” Is this what our tuition is
paying for?

I This is obvious only because we’re describing an English
sentence using English

I Object language vs. metalanguage

I What if our object language is instead, say, first-order logic?



A First-Order Logic (FOL) Example

I Let’s take this sentence instead:

∀x P(x)

where the P(x) is the property “x is pretty.”
I This would be true iff your universe (your “domain of

discourse,” the set of objects over which you quantify)
consists entirely of pretty people

I e.g. if your domain of discourse were just the set {Brian}, then
the sentence would obviously be true



Toward Formalization

I Goal: convert messy natural language to nice, well-behaved
first-order logic

I Reduce the problem of natural language semantics to the
easier problem of the semantics of FOL



Breaking Down Sentences

“Snow is white.”

I True iff actual snow is actually white

I The meaning of the word ”snow” is just... snow!
I In other words, JsnowK = snow

I The first ”snow” is the word in the object language, but the
second is the actual thing in the metalanguage

I Jis whiteK = {things that are white}



Smells Like FOL

“Snow is white.”

I The phrase “is white” is just an object-language symbol for
the predicate of whiteness!

I We could express this same thought in a different object
language – instead of English, use FOL

I Instead of “is white,” use W to refer to the predicate of
whiteness, and use s in place of “snow” to refer to snow

I Then, the sentence becomes

W(s)



Breaking Out the Quantifiers

“Anna’s dog is tired.”

I This is a little bit different

I ”Anna” just refers to Anna: JAnnaK = Anna

I But her dog is non-specific: “Anna’s dog” refers to a dog of
Anna’s, of which there could be multiple

I If a is refers to Anna, then the sentence is

∃x [Dog(x) ∧ Owns(a, x) ∧ Tired(x)]



Ugh

I Question: Why do we care about the difference between
“snow” and JsnowK, or the person Anna and the symbol a
that refers to her? This seems very pedantic and stupid.

I Answer: Why yes, it is! And it’s about to get worse.
Introducing... the semantics of FOL!

I No, not “using.” “Of.” We’re going to parse FOL sentences!

I The real reason: we’re going to be glad we did this in roughly
two weeks. Or at least, I am.



Determining Truth in FOL

I A model M =< D, I > connects the language of FOL to the
reality it describes

I D: the domain of discourse (the universe)
I I : the interpretation function

I I takes a symbol in the language of FOL and returns the
actual object (in D) to which it refers



The Language of FOL

I What is this ”language of FOL?”
I Quantifiers, logical symbols (∀, ∃, ∨, →, etc.)
I Variable symbols (x , y , z , or x1, x2, x3, . . . )
I Predicate symbols (P, Q, etc.)
I Individual constant symbols (a, b, c , etc.)

I When we referred to the person Anna using the symbol a, or
the object snow using s, those were individual constants

I I maps from individual constant symbols to objects in D (it
doesn’t just take any FOL symbol)

I I also maps from predicate symbols to the sets of objects (or
ordered n-tuples) that satisfy those predicates)



Brackets (Valuation and Interpretation)

I If ψ is some piece of FOL language (maybe just an individual
constant, like b, or maybe a whole sentence, like ∀y [y = y ]),
then JψK is the “meaning” of ψ

I No, we don’t define the meaning of bare logical symbols. J∀K
isn’t defined.

I That is either a truth value (the valuation of a first-order
sentence) or the result of applying I to ψ (an interpretation)

I It works pretty much like you’d expect
I If a is an individual constant referring to Abe Lincoln, then

JaK = I (a) = Abe Lincoln
I If ψ = φ∧ χ, where φ and χ are well-formed FOL sentences on

their own, then JψK = > iff JφK = > and JχK = >
I JP(a, b, c)K = > iff 〈I (a), I (b), I (c)〉 ∈ I (P)



But Wait!

I If x is a free variable symbol, and a is an individual constant
symbol, then what is Jx = aK? For that matter, what’s JxK?

I A variable’s meaning depends on what it points to

I If x is currently referring to some b (technically, x refers to
I (b) ∈ D, not the symbol b), then JxK = I (b), and
Jx = aK = > iff I (b) = I (a).

I In general, we can’t figure out what JxK is without knowing to
what object the variable is assigned



Variable Assignments

I How do we know where variable are assigned? We assign
them!

I A variable assignment g is a function from variable symbols
(x , y , z , x1, x2, etc.) to objects in the domain D

I Now we can assign meaning to a variable relative to a variable
assignment: JxKg = g(x)

I Quantification works by taking the existing variable
assignment and temporarily reassigning the quantified-over
variable to another value in order to make the statement
inside the quantifier true

I Example



Problem: Natural Language Doesn’t Work Like That!

I “Aaron has children. Aaron’s son is 5 and his daughter is 3.”
I “Aaron’s son is 5 and his daughter is 3. Aaron has children.”

I “Jessica left the room. Carl started to cry.”
I “Carl started to cry. Jessica left the room.”

I A ∧ B is different from B ∧ A?
I “If Ella is in her room, then Francine might be there, too.”

I “If Ella is in her room and no one else is, then Francine might
be there, too.”

I A → B, but for some reason we can’t conclude that
(A ∧ C ) → B



A Donkey Sentence

If a farmer owns a donkey, then she beats it.

I Let’s FOL this up

(∃f ∃d [Farmer(f ) ∧ Donkey(d) ∧ Owns(f , d)]) → Beats(f , d)

I The x and y after the → are outside of their quantifiers’
scope!

I We could pull the quantifiers out: for any farmer and donkey,
if the farmer owns the donkey then the farmer beats the
donkey

I But what if we want to add another sentence about the same
farmer and donkey? Then the quantifiers need to pull out
even further! Ew!
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In Summary...

I Certain declarative natural language sentences can easily be
put into formal FOL form

I Others, however, can’t!
I The reason (or at least the reason that these examples fail) is

that context matters
I The information that you already have affects how you

interpret new sentences
I It is possible in English to refer to a quantified variable outside

of its scope

I We need something better. Something context-aware.
Something... dynamic.

I (Also, we learned that the semantics of FOL is a nightmare,
but it will apparently be useful)


